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Bans against bothering animals are in many laws. They're necessary, because humans aren't able to dictate another live's autonomy and will to live, so laws protect that
- because laws are there to protect what's vulnerable from unfairness. They're going to be a part of a vegan world, but only if done properly where everyone's ok with it
and they don't cause negative impacts - as that would make it accepted, so it would be enforceable and followed. Done the wrong way, and it won't work - none of this
would happen.

 

The main issue is that certain groups of people are negatively impacted by them. However, people aren't an industry, so if we separate the person from the industry, we
can ban an industry while the person isn't negatively impacted. A proper ban on animal products would involve a slow transition away from the animal product industry
by helping those who are a part of it be in the same position as before, but not in that industry anymore (like a di�erent industry or something else). It'll also be
inspirational by showing the way to go and leading the way when others take no action, as seen below:

 

Yogi bans meat, liquor trade in Mathura: Watch what he wants these traders to sellYogi bans meat, liquor trade in Mathura: Watch what he wants these traders to sell
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there are places in india where you can't rent, unless you are veg.    

  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
14-Nov-2021

I didn't know that!    
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